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(54) DEVICE AND SYSTEM FOR SIGNAL SYNCHRONIZATION

(57) A device and system for signal synchronization
are provided. The device includes an acquisition module,
a determination module and a compensation module.
The acquisition module acquires a first synchronous re-
ceiving signal received by a first communication device
and a second synchronous receiving signal received by
a second communication device. The first communica-
tion device synchronously receives a first radar echo sig-
nal and the first synchronous receiving signal by using a
first delayer. The second communication device synchro-

nously receives a second radar echo signal and the sec-
ond synchronous receiving signal by using a second de-
layer. The determination module determines a compen-
sation phase for the second synchronous receiving signal
based on the acquired first synchronous receiving signal
and second synchronous receiving signal. The compen-
sation module performs, according to the compensation
phase, phase compensation on the second radar echo
signal to obtain a compensated second radar echo sig-
nal.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to the technical field of
radar, and more particularly, to a device and system for
signal synchronization.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is an active
microwave imaging radar that may be installed on flight
platforms such as aircrafts, satellites, missiles, etc. Since
the SAR can carry out all-day and all-weather observa-
tions and has a certain surface penetration capability,
the SAR has unique advantages in the application of as-
pects such as disaster monitoring, resource exploration,
marine monitoring, environmental monitoring, mapping,
and military reconnaissance.
[0003] Compared with a monostatic SAR, a bistatic
SAR has the advantages of flexible configuration, rich
information acquisition, anti-interception, anti-interfer-
ence and the ability of single-pass interferometry due to
special configurations for transmit and receive separa-
tion. The advantages and application prospects have
made the bistatic SAR more and more popular in recent
years. The bistatic SAR system mounts the radar on a
plurality of satellites flying in formation, to form a bistatic
radar system, which completes tasks such as high-res-
olution imaging of a wide swath, ground elevation meas-
urement, ocean current velocity measurement, and
ground moving target monitoring. In bistatic SAR system,
primary satellite transmits the radar signal to the ground,
and both primary and secondary satellites receive ech-
oes from the ground. However, since the primary and
secondary satellites use different oscillators, there will
be phase errors in the azimuth that are introduced by
oscillator frequency errors and accumulated over time,
which will affect imaging focus and interferometry phase
accuracy.

SUMMARY

[0004] In order to solve the above technical problems,
embodiments of the disclosure are intended to provide
a device for signal synchronization, system, equipment,
and storage medium.
[0005] The technical solution of the disclosure is im-
plemented as follows.
[0006] According to a first aspect, there is provided a
device for signal synchronization. The device may in-
clude:

an acquisition module, configured to acquire a first
synchronous receiving signal received by a first com-
munication device and a second synchronous re-
ceiving signal received by a second communication
device, wherein the first communication device in-

cludes a first delayer which is configured to enable
the first communication device to synchronously re-
ceive a first radar echo signal and the first synchro-
nous receiving signal, and the second communica-
tion device includes a second delayer which is con-
figured to enable the second communication device
to synchronously receive a second radar echo signal
and the second synchronous receiving signal;

a determination module, configured to determine a
compensation phase for the second synchronous re-
ceiving signal based on the first synchronous receiv-
ing signal and the second synchronous receiving sig-
nal; and

a compensation module, configured to perform, ac-
cording to the compensation phase, phase compen-
sation on the second radar echo signal to obtain a
compensated second radar echo signal, wherein the
first radar echo signal and the compensated second
radar echo signal are in phase synchronization.

[0007] By adopting the above technical solution, an ac-
quisition module acquires a first synchronous receiving
signal received by a first communication device and a
second synchronous receiving signal received by a sec-
ond communication device. The first communication de-
vice synchronously receives a first radar echo signal and
the first synchronous receiving signal by using a first de-
layer. The second communication device synchronously
receives a second radar echo signal and the second syn-
chronous receiving signal by using a second delayer. A
determination module determines a compensation
phase for the second synchronous receiving signal
based on the acquired first synchronous receiving signal
and second synchronous receiving signal. A compensa-
tion module performs, according to the compensation
phase, phase compensation on the second radar echo
signal to obtain a compensated second radar echo sig-
nal. Therefore, phase synchronization between the first
radar echo signal and the compensated second radar
echo signal is achieved, which improves the imaging fo-
cus and the phase accuracy, and further improves the
imaging quality.
[0008] According to a second aspect, there is provided
a device for signal synchronization. The device may in-
clude: a processor and a memory configured to store a
computer program capable of running on the processor.
The processor may be configured to implement, when
running the computer program, operations of:

acquiring a first synchronous receiving signal re-
ceived by a first communication device and a second
synchronous receiving signal received by a second
communication device, wherein the first communi-
cation device includes a first delayer which is con-
figured to enable the first communication device to
synchronously receive a first radar echo signal and
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the first synchronous receiving signal, and the sec-
ond communication device includes a second delay-
er which is configured to enable the second commu-
nication device to synchronously receive a second
radar echo signal and the second synchronous re-
ceiving signal;

determining a compensation phase of the second
synchronous receiving signal based on the first syn-
chronous receiving signal and the second synchro-
nous receiving signal; and

performing, according to the compensation phase,
phase compensation on the second radar echo sig-
nal to obtain a compensated second radar echo sig-
nal, wherein the first radar echo signal and the com-
pensated second radar echo signal are in phase syn-
chronization.

[0009] According to a third aspect, there is provided a
system for signal synchronization. The system may in-
clude:
a first communication device, a second communication
device and a signal synchronization device.
[0010] The first communication device may include a
first delayer which is configured to enable the first com-
munication device to synchronously receive a first radar
echo signal and the first synchronous receiving signal.
[0011] The second communication device may include
a second delayer which is configured to enable the sec-
ond communication device to synchronously receive a
second radar echo signal and the second synchronous
receiving signal.
[0012] The signal synchronization device may include:

an acquisition module, configured to acquire the first
synchronous receiving signal received by the first
communication device and the second synchronous
receiving signal received by the second communi-
cation device;

a determination module, configured to determine a
compensation phase for the second synchronous re-
ceiving signal based on the first synchronous receiv-
ing signal and the second synchronous receiving sig-
nal; and

a compensation module, configured to perform, ac-
cording to the compensation phase, phase compen-
sation on the second radar echo signal to obtain a
compensated second radar echo signal, wherein the
first radar echo signal and the compensated second
radar echo signal are in phase synchronization.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013]

FIG. 1 is a schematic module structure diagram of a
device for signal synchronization according to an
embodiment of the disclosure.

FIG. 2 is a schematic composition structure diagram
of a communication system according to an embod-
iment of the disclosure.

FIG. 3 is a schematic flowchart of generating a phase
synchronization signal and a radar signal according
to an embodiment of the disclosure.

FIG. 4 is a schematic composition structure diagram
of a communication device according to an embod-
iment of the disclosure.

FIG. 5 is a schematic composition structure diagram
of an improved double-satellite SAR system accord-
ing to an embodiment of the disclosure.

FIG. 6 is a schematic composition structure diagram
of a system for signal synchronization according to
an embodiment of the disclosure.

FIG. 7 is a schematic composition structure diagram
of a device for signal synchronization according to
an embodiment of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0014] In order to understand the features and techni-
cal contents of the embodiments of the disclosure in more
detail, the implementation of the embodiments of the dis-
closure will be described in detail with reference to the
accompanying drawings. The attached drawings are for
reference only and are not intended to limit the embodi-
ments of the disclosure.
[0015] According to an embodiment of the disclosure,
there is provided a device for signal synchronization. FIG.
1 is a schematic module structure diagram of a device
for signal synchronization according to an embodiment
of the disclosure. As illustrated in FIG. 1, the device may
specifically include an acquisition module 101, a deter-
mination module 102 and a compensation module 103.
[0016] The acquisition module 101 is configured to ac-
quire a first synchronous receiving signal received by a
first communication device and a second synchronous
receiving signal received by a second communication
device. The first communication device includes a first
delayer which is configured to enable the first communi-
cation device to synchronously receive a first radar echo
signal and the first synchronous receiving signal. The
second communication device includes a second delayer
which is configured to enable the second communication
device to synchronously receive a second radar echo
signal and the second synchronous receiving signal.
[0017] The determination module 102 is configured to
determine a compensation phase for the second syn-
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chronous receiving signal based on the first synchronous
receiving signal and the second synchronous receiving
signal.
[0018] The compensation module 103 is configured to
perform, according to the compensation phase, phase
compensation on the second radar echo signal to obtain
a compensated second radar echo signal. The first radar
echo signal and the compensated second radar echo
signal are in phase synchronization.
[0019] In some embodiments, the first communication
device includes a first communication module which is
configured to transmit a radar signal to a target device
and transmit a second phase synchronization signal to
the second communication device.
[0020] The second communication device includes a
second communication module which is configured to
transmit a first phase synchronization signal to the first
communication device.
[0021] The first communication module is further con-
figured to receive the first radar echo signal formed after
the target device reflects the radar signal, and receive,
after delaying a first target time by using the first delayer,
the first phase synchronization signal to obtain the first
synchronous receiving signal, such that the first radar
echo signal and the first synchronous receiving signal
are received synchronously.
[0022] The second communication module is further
configured to receive the second radar echo signal
formed after the target device reflects the radar signal,
and receive, after delaying a second target time by using
the second delayer, the second phase synchronization
signal to obtain the second synchronous receiving signal,
such that the second radar echo signal and the second
synchronous receiving signal are received synchronous-
ly.
[0023] The first communication device plays a role of
transmitting a radar signal. That is, the first communica-
tion module of the first communication device transmits
a radar signal to the target device, and transmits a second
phase synchronization signal to the second communica-
tion module of the second communication device. The
second communication module of the second communi-
cation device transmits a first phase synchronization sig-
nal to the first communication module of the first commu-
nication device. The first communication module of the
first communication device receives a first radar echo
signal reflected by the target device, and receives the
first phase synchronization signal transmitted by the sec-
ond communication module of the second communica-
tion device to obtain a first synchronous receiving signal.
The built-in first delayer is used to synchronously receive
the received first radar echo signal and first phase syn-
chronization signal. The second communication module
of the second communication device receives a second
radar echo signal reflected by the target device, and re-
ceives the second phase synchronization signal trans-
mitted by the first communication module of the first com-
munication device to obtain a second synchronous re-

ceiving signal. The built-in second delayer is used to syn-
chronously receive the received second radar echo sig-
nal and second phase synchronization signal.
[0024] In practical applications, the positions of the first
communication device and the second communication
device may be switched. That is, the radar signal may
also be transmitted by the second communication device.
The above signal synchronization device is adopt to im-
plement phase synchronization of the first radar echo
signal and the second radar echo signal.
[0025] According to an embodiment of the disclosure,
there is provided a communication interaction system.
FIG. 2 is a schematic composition structure diagram of
a communication system according to an embodiment
of the disclosure. As illustrated in FIG. 2, the system in-
cludes a first communication device 21, a second com-
munication device 22 and a target device 23.
[0026] The first communication device 21 transmits a
radar signal to the target device 23, and transmits a sec-
ond phase synchronization signal to the second commu-
nication device 22.
[0027] The target device 23 receives a radar signal
transmitted by the first communication device 21, and
reflects the received radar signal to form a first radar echo
signal and a second radar echo signal. Then, the target
device 23 transmits the first radar echo signal to the first
communication device 21 and the second radar echo sig-
nal to the second communication device 22, respectively.
[0028] The first communication device 21 receives the
first radar echo signal generated by the radar signal re-
flected from the target device 23, and receives the first
phase synchronization signal transmitted by the second
communication device 22. The first delayer 211 is used
to synchronously receive the first radar echo signal and
the first phase synchronization signal.
[0029] The second communication device 22 transmits
the first phase synchronization signal to the first commu-
nication device 21, receives the second radar echo signal
generated by the radar signal reflected from the target
device 23, and receives the second phase synchroniza-
tion signal transmitted by the first communication device
21. The second delayer 221 is used to synchronously
receive the second radar echo signal and the second
phase synchronization signal.
[0030] In some embodiments, the first communication
device is configured to simultaneously send the radar
signal and the second phase synchronization signal.
[0031] Exemplarily, while transmitting the radar signal
to the ground, the first communication module of the first
communication device also transmits the second phase
synchronization signal to the second communication
module of the second communication device, such that
an echo receiving window time of the second radar echo
signal formed after the second communication module
of the second communication device receives the radar
signal reflected from the ground is not limited. Meanwhile,
a pulse bandwidth of the second phase synchronization
signal transmitted by the first communication module of
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the first communication device to the second communi-
cation module of the second communication device is
also not limited. The pulse bandwidth is a pulse duration,
which is generally measured in microseconds (ms).
[0032] In some embodiments, the radar signal and the
second phase synchronization signal are signals of the
same carrier frequency.
[0033] Specifically, a path of a carrier frequency signal
is divided into two paths that are transmitted simultane-
ously. Such a system design may simplify the arrange-
ment of a transceiver of the phase synchronization signal,
thereby reducing the complexity of the system design,
and also avoiding the influence of the radar signal on the
phase synchronization signal.
[0034] In some embodiments, the first communication
device further includes a generation module, configured
to generate the radar signal by mixing a carrier frequency
signal with a linear frequency modulation signal, and also
configured to directly generate the second phase syn-
chronization signal by using the carrier frequency signal.
[0035] FIG. 3 is a schematic flowchart of generating a
phase synchronization signal and a radar signal accord-
ing to an embodiment of the disclosure. A carrier frequen-
cy signal is divided into two paths for generating a phase
synchronization signal and a radar signal. One path of
the carrier frequency signal directly generates the phase
synchronization signal, and the other path of the carrier
frequency signal is mixed with a linear frequency modu-
lation signal to generate the radar signal.
[0036] In some embodiments, the determination mod-
ule is specifically configured to obtain a peak phase dif-
ference based on a peak phase of the first synchronous
receiving signal and a peak phase of the second syn-
chronous receiving signal, and obtain the compensation
phase based on the peak phase difference.
[0037] In practical applications, the synchronization
signal processing device constructs a matched filter for
the first synchronous receiving signal to perform pulse
compression, then extracts a first peak phase of the first
synchronous receiving signal. The synchronization sig-
nal processing device constructs a matched filter for the
second synchronous receiving signal to perform pulse
compression, then extracts a second peak phase of the
second synchronous receiving signal. Next, a difference
operation between a first peak phase and a second peak
phase is performed to obtain a peak phase difference,
and then the peak phase difference is divided by 2 to
obtain a compensation phase.
[0038] In some embodiments, the compensation mod-
ule is configured to perform, according to the compen-
sation phase, phase compensation on the second radar
echo signal to obtain a compensated second radar echo
signal. The first radar echo signal and the compensated
second radar echo signal are in phase synchronization.
[0039] In practical applications, a compensation phase
is obtained according to the peak difference between the
first peak phase and the second peak phase. The com-
pensation phase is interpolated according to a number

of azimuth points in the second radar echo signal, to ob-
tain an interpolated compensation phase. The second
radar echo signal is compensated point by point based
on the interpolated compensation phase, such that the
first radar echo signal and the second radar echo signal
are in phase synchronization. Since a carrier frequency
of the second phase synchronization signal is the same
as a carrier frequency of the radar signal, there is no need
to transform the obtained synchronization data to a radar
frequency according to a proportion for phase compen-
sation, thereby making a compensation result more ac-
curate.
[0040] By adopting the above technical solution, an ac-
quisition module acquires a first synchronous receiving
signal received by a first communication device and a
second synchronous receiving signal received by a sec-
ond communication device. The first communication de-
vice synchronously receives a first radar echo signal and
the first synchronous receiving signal by using a first de-
layer. The second communication device synchronously
receives a second radar echo signal and the second syn-
chronous receiving signal by using a second delayer. A
determination module determines a compensation
phase for the second synchronous receiving signal
based on the acquired first synchronous receiving signal
and second synchronous receiving signal. A compensa-
tion module performs phase compensation on the sec-
ond radar echo signal according to the compensation
phase to obtain a compensated second radar echo sig-
nal. Therefore, phase synchronization between the first
radar echo signal and the compensated second radar
echo signal is achieved, which improves the imaging fo-
cus and the phase accuracy, and further improves the
imaging quality.
[0041] In practical applications, the signal synchroni-
zation device may exist independently of the first com-
munication device and the second communication de-
vice. For example, the signal synchronization device ac-
quires a first synchronous receiving signal and a second
synchronous receiving signal respectively, and then ex-
tracts a first peak phase of the first synchronous receiving
signal and a second peak phase of the second synchro-
nous receiving signal to calculate a peak phase differ-
ence. A compensation phase is obtained based on the
peak phase difference. The signal synchronization de-
vice directly uses the compensation phase to perform
phase compensation on the second radar echo signal,
or sends the compensation phase to the second com-
munication device, such that the second communication
device uses the compensation phase to perform phase
compensation on the second radar echo signal.
[0042] In practical applications, the signal synchroni-
zation device is located in the first communication device
and/or the second communication device. When the sig-
nal synchronization device is located in the first commu-
nication device, the signal synchronization device is used
to make the phase of the first radar echo signal synchro-
nized with that of the second radar echo signal. When
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the signal synchronization device is located in the second
communication device, the signal synchronization device
is used to make the phase of the second radar echo signal
synchronized with that of the first radar echo signal.
Based on this, a schematic composition structure dia-
gram of a communication device is provided in an em-
bodiment of the disclosure.
[0043] FIG. 4 is a schematic composition structure di-
agram of a communication device according to an em-
bodiment of the disclosure. As illustrated in FIG. 4, the
communication device includes: a communication mod-
ule 41, an acquisition module 42, a determination module
43, and a compensation module 44. The communication
module 41 has a built-in delayer 411.
[0044] First, the communication device receives,
through the communication module 41, a phase synchro-
nization signal and a radar signal sent by other commu-
nication devices. And the communication device uses
the delayer 411 built in the communication module 41 to
synchronously receive a synchronization receiving signal
corresponding to the phase synchronization signal and
a radar echo signal corresponding to the radar signal.
[0045] The acquisition module 42 acquires the syn-
chronous receiving signal of the communication device
and the synchronous receiving signals of other commu-
nication devices.
[0046] The determination module 43 extracts a peak
phase difference based on the two synchronous receiv-
ing signals acquired by the acquisition module 42, and
then determines a compensation phase.
[0047] The compensation module 44 performs, based
on the compensation phase determined by the determi-
nation module 43, phase compensation on the radar
echo signal received by the communication device in-
cluding the signal synchronization device.
[0048] Exemplarily, the first communication device
may serve as a primary satellite of the double-satellite
SAR system, and the second communication device may
serve as a secondary satellite of the double-satellite SAR
system.
[0049] An embodiment of the disclosure specifically
provides an implementation scenario, that is, an imple-
mentation process of a synchronization process of a ra-
dar echo signal when the first communication device
serves as the primary satellite of the double-satellite SAR
system, the second communication device serves as the
secondary satellite of the double-satellite SAR system
and the signal synchronization device is located on the
secondary satellite.
[0050] FIG. 5 is a schematic composition structure di-
agram of an improved double-satellite SAR system ac-
cording to an embodiment of the disclosure. As illustrated
in FIG. 5, the system includes a primary satellite 50 and
a secondary satellite 51. The primary satellite 50 is con-
figured to transmit a radar signal, and the secondary sat-
ellite 51 is configured to receive an echo signal of the
radar signal. Or, the secondary satellite 51 is configured
to transmit a radar signal, and the primary satellite 50 is

configured to receive an echo signal of the radar signal.
[0051] The following specifically describes mainly the
situation when the primary satellite 50 is configured to
transmit a radar signal and the secondary satellite 51 is
configured to receive an echo signal of the radar signal.
[0052] The primary satellite 50 includes: a Global Nav-
igation Satellite System (GNSS) tame module of primary
satellite 501, a reference frequency source module of
primary satellite 502, a frequency modulation signal
source module of primary satellite 503, a synchronization
transceiver module of primary satellite 504, a synchroni-
zation antenna module of primary satellite 505, an inter-
nal calibration module of primary satellite 506, a micro-
wave combination module of primary satellite 507, a re-
ceiver module of primary satellite 508, and a data former
module of primary satellite 509. The secondary satellite
51 includes: a GNSS tame module of secondary satellite
511, a reference frequency source module of secondary
satellite 512, a frequency modulation signal source mod-
ule of secondary satellite 513, a synchronization trans-
ceiver module of secondary satellite 514, a synchroniza-
tion antenna module of secondary satellite 515, an inter-
nal calibration module of secondary satellite 516, a mi-
crowave combination module of secondary satellite 517,
a receiver module of secondary satellite 518, and a data
former module of secondary satellite 519. The main func-
tions of each module are described as follows.
[0053] The GNSS tame module of primary satellite 501
is configured to provide a time frequency signal for the
reference frequency source module of primary satellite
502. The reference frequency source module of primary
satellite 502 is configured to generate, based on a fre-
quency provided by the GNSS tame module of primary
satellite 501, a plurality of operating frequency signals to
be provided for the frequency modulation signal source
module of primary satellite 503.
[0054] The frequency modulation signal source mod-
ule of primary satellite 503 is configured to provide a lin-
ear frequency modulation signal for the synchronization
transceiver module of primary satellite 504 and the inter-
nal calibration module of primary satellite 506.
[0055] The synchronization transceiver module of pri-
mary satellite 504 is configured to transmit a phase syn-
chronization signal to or receive a phase synchronization
signal from the secondary satellite 51 through the syn-
chronization antenna module of primary satellite 505, and
transmit the received phase synchronization signal to the
microwave combination module of primary satellite 507.
[0056] The synchronization antenna module of primary
satellite 505 is configured to transmit a phase synchro-
nization signal to or receive a phase synchronization sig-
nal from the secondary satellite 51.
[0057] The internal calibration module of primary sat-
ellite 506 is configured to scale a signal sent by the syn-
chronization transceiver module which is of the primary
satellite 50, and the internal calibration module of sec-
ondary satellite 516 is configured to scale a signal sent
by the synchronization transceiver module which is of
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the secondary satellite 51.
[0058] The microwave combination module of primary
satellite 507 is configured to receive a phase synchroni-
zation signal transmitted by the synchronization trans-
ceiver module of primary satellite 504, and transmit a
signal to the synchronization transceiver module of pri-
mary satellite 504.
[0059] The receiver module of primary satellite 508 is
configured to receive a signal sent by the microwave
combination module of primary satellite 507, and send a
signal to the data former module of primary satellite 509.
[0060] The data former module of primary satellite 509
is configured to perform data processing on the received
signal.
[0061] The data former module of primary satellite 509
may also include a synchronization signal determination
module and a synchronization signal compensation mod-
ule. When the secondary satellite 51 sends a synchroni-
zation signal to the primary satellite 50, the main function
of the synchronization signal determination module and
the synchronization signal compensation module of the
primary satellite 50 lies in that: when the secondary sat-
ellite 51 transmits a radar signal, both the primary satellite
50 and secondary satellite 51 receive a radar echo signal.
The synchronization signal determination module is con-
figured to determine a compensation phase of the syn-
chronous receiving signal received by the primary satel-
lite 50, and then the synchronization signal compensation
module is configured to compensate the radar echo sig-
nal received by the primary satellite 50.
[0062] The GNSS tame module of secondary satellite
511 is configured to provide a time frequency signal for
the reference frequency source module of secondary sat-
ellite 512.
[0063] The reference frequency source module of sec-
ondary satellite 512 is configured to generate, based on
a frequency provided by the GNSS tame module of sec-
ondary satellite 511, a plurality of operating frequency
signals to be provided for the frequency modulation sig-
nal source module of secondary satellite 513.
[0064] The frequency modulation signal source mod-
ule of secondary satellite 513 is configured to provide a
linear frequency modulation signal for the synchroniza-
tion transceiver module of secondary satellite 514 and
the internal calibration module of secondary satellite 516.
[0065] The synchronization transceiver module of sec-
ondary satellite 514 is configured to transmit a phase
synchronization signal to or receive a phase synchroni-
zation signal from the primary satellite 540 through the
secondary satellite synchronization antenna module
515, and transmit the received phase synchronization
signal to the microwave combination module of second-
ary satellite 517.
[0066] The synchronization antenna module of sec-
ondary satellite 515 is configured to transmit a phase
synchronization signal to or receive a phase synchroni-
zation signal from the primary satellite 50.
[0067] The microwave combination module of second-

ary satellite 517 is configured to receive a phase syn-
chronization signal transmitted by the synchronization
transceiver module of secondary satellite 514, and trans-
mit a signal to the synchronization transceiver module of
secondary satellite 514.
[0068] The receiver module of secondary satellite 518
is configured to receive a signal sent by the microwave
combination module of secondary satellite 517, and send
a signal to the data former module of secondary satellite
519.
[0069] The data former module of secondary satellite
519 is configured to perform data processing on the re-
ceived signal.
[0070] The data former module of secondary satellite
519 may also include a synchronization signal determi-
nation module and a synchronization signal compensa-
tion module. When the primary satellite 50 sends a syn-
chronization signal to the secondary satellite 51, the main
function of the synchronization signal determination
module and the synchronization signal compensation
module of the secondary satellite 51 lies in that: when
the primary satellite 50 transmits a radar signal, both the
primary satellite 50 and the secondary satellite 51 receive
a radar echo signal. The synchronization signal determi-
nation module is configured to determine a compensation
phase of the synchronous receiving signal received by
the secondary satellite 51, and then the synchronization
signal compensation module is configured to compen-
sate the radar echo signal received by the secondary
satellite 51.
[0071] Reference frequency sources of the primary
satellite 50 and the secondary satellite 51 may use a
GNSS to tame an oscillator, which can minimize a radar
frequency deviation between the two satellites, such that
sampling during a collection process of phase error data
meets the Nyquist theorem, which can further simplify
the complexity of phase synchronization error extraction
and compensation, and improve the reliability of phase
synchronization. The synchronization signal determina-
tion module and the compensation module are embed-
ded in the data former module, which is beneficial to the
integrated design of the system.
[0072] In practical applications, the operating mode of
a double-satellite formation SAR system is a double-
fighting mode. The primary satellite 50 transmits a radar
signal to the target device. The receiver module of pri-
mary satellite 508 receives the radar echo signal sent by
the microwave combination module of primary satellite
507, and sends a radar echo signal to the data former
module of primary satellite 509. The receiver module of
secondary satellite 518 receives the radar echo signal
sent by the microwave combination module of secondary
satellite 517, and sends a radar echo signal to the data
former module of secondary satellite 519. The synchro-
nization transceiver module of primary satellite 504 trans-
mits a phase synchronization signal, which is received
through the synchronization antenna module of second-
ary satellite 515. The synchronization transceiver module
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of secondary satellite 514 transmits a phase synchroni-
zation signal, which is received through the synchroni-
zation antenna module of primary satellite 505. In the
operating mode, it is only necessary to perform phase
compensation on the radar echo signal which is received
by the secondary satellite 51 that does not transmit the
radar signal.
[0073] The synchronization antenna module 505 of the
primary satellite 50 and the synchronization antenna
module 515 of the secondary satellite 51 have built-in
receiving modules, in which delayers are built respec-
tively. On the primary satellite 50 side, the delayer is used
to delay the transmission time of phase synchronization
signal, therefore, the synchronous receiving signal is
formed, and the synchronous receiving signal and the
radar echo signal can be received synchronously. On the
secondary satellite 51 side, the delayer is used to delay
the transmission time of phase synchronization signal,
therefore, the synchronous receiving signal is formed,
and the synchronous receiving signal and the radar echo
signal can be received synchronously. The signal syn-
chronization device is located in the secondary satellite
51. At this time, the synchronization signal processing
device acquires the synchronous receiving signal re-
ceived by the primary satellite 50, extracts a peak phase
of the synchronous receiving signal received by the pri-
mary satellite 50, and simultaneously performs a peak
phase difference with a peak phase corresponding to the
synchronous receiving signal which is received by the
secondary satellite 51. The synchronization signal deter-
mination module of the secondary satellite 51 then de-
termines a compensation phase, and the synchroniza-
tion signal compensation module is configured to com-
pensate, based on the compensation phase, the radar
echo signal received by the secondary satellite 51.
[0074] The device embodiments described above are
only schematic. For example, a division of the modules
is only a logic function division, and other division man-
ners may be adopted during practical implementation.
For example, multiple modules or components may be
combined or integrated into another system, or some
characteristics may be neglected or not executed. In ad-
dition, coupling or direct coupling or communication con-
nection between each displayed or discussed compo-
nent may be indirect coupling or communication connec-
tion, implemented through some interfaces, of equipment
or modules, and may be electrical and mechanical or
adopt other forms.
[0075] The modules described as separate parts may
or may not be physically separated, and parts displayed
as modules may or may not be physical modules, and
namely may be located in the same place, or may also
be distributed to multiple network modules. Part of or all
of the modules may be selected according to a practical
requirement to achieve the purpose of the solutions of
the embodiments.
[0076] In addition, each functional module in each em-
bodiment of the disclosure may be integrated into a

processing module, each module may also serve as an
independent module and two or more than two modules
may also be integrated into a module. The integrated
module may be implemented in a hardware form and
may also be implemented in the form of hardware and
software functional modules. Those of ordinary skill in
the art can understand that all or part of the steps of the
above method embodiments may be completed by pro-
gram instructions related hardware. The foregoing pro-
gram may be stored in a computer-readable storage me-
dium. When the program is executed, the steps of the
above method embodiments are performed. The forego-
ing storage medium includes: various media capable of
storing program codes such as a mobile storage device,
a Read-Only Memory (ROM), a Random Access Memory
(RAM), a magnetic disk, or an optical disk and so on.
[0077] An embodiment of the disclosure also provides
another device for signal synchronization. FIG. 6 is a
schematic composition structure diagram of a device for
signal synchronization according to an embodiment of
the disclosure. The device for signal synchronization in-
cludes: a processor 601 and a memory 602 configured
to store a computer program capable of running on the
processor.
[0078] The processor 601 implements, when running
the computer program in the memory 602, the following
steps.
[0079] A first synchronous receiving signal received by
a first communication device and a second synchronous
receiving signal received by a second communication
device are acquired. The first communication device in-
cludes a first delayer which is configured to enable the
first communication device to synchronously receive a
first radar echo signal and the first synchronous receiving
signal. The second communication device includes a
second delayer which is configured to enable the second
communication device to synchronously receive a sec-
ond radar echo signal and the second synchronous re-
ceiving signal.
[0080] A compensation phase for the second synchro-
nous receiving signal is determined based on the first
synchronous receiving signal and the second synchro-
nous receiving signal.
[0081] Phase compensation is performed on the sec-
ond radar echo signal according to the compensation
phase, to obtain a compensated second radar echo sig-
nal. The first radar echo signal and the compensated
second radar echo signal are in phase synchronization.
[0082] In some embodiments, the first communication
device includes a first communication module which is
configured to transmit a radar signal to a target device
and transmit a second phase synchronization signal to
the second communication device.
[0083] The second communication device includes a
second communication module which is configured to
transmit a first phase synchronization signal to the first
communication device.
[0084] The first communication module is further con-
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figured to receive the first radar echo signal formed after
the target device reflects the radar signal, and receive,
after delaying a first target time by using the first delayer,
the first phase synchronization signal to obtain the first
synchronous receiving signal, such that the first radar
echo signal and the first synchronous receiving signal
are received synchronously.
[0085] The second communication module is further
configured to receive the second radar echo signal
formed after the target device reflects the radar signal,
and receive, after delaying a second target time by using
the second delayer, the second phase synchronization
signal to obtain the second synchronous receiving signal,
such that the second radar echo signal and the second
synchronous receiving signal are received synchronous-
ly.
[0086] In some embodiments, the first communication
device simultaneously transmits the radar signal and the
second phase synchronization signal.
[0087] In some embodiments, the radar signal and the
second phase synchronization signal are signals of the
same carrier frequency.
[0088] In some embodiments, the first communication
device further includes a generation module, which is
configured to generate the radar signal by mixing a carrier
frequency signal with a linear frequency modulation sig-
nal, and also configured to directly generate the second
phase synchronization signal by using the carrier fre-
quency signal.
[0089] In some embodiments, the processor 601 spe-
cifically implements, when running the computer pro-
gram in the memory 602, the following steps. A peak
phase difference is obtained based on a peak phase of
the first synchronous receiving signal and a peak phase
of the synchronous receiving signal. The compensation
phase is obtained based on the peak phase difference.
[0090] Of course, in practical applications, as illustrat-
ed in FIG. 6, various components in the device for signal
synchronization are coupled together through a bus sys-
tem 603. It can be understood that the bus system 603
is configured to implement connection and communica-
tion between the components. The bus system 603 in-
cludes a data bus, a power bus, a control bus, and a
status signal bus. However, for the sake of clarity, various
buses are marked as the bus system 603 in FIG. 6.
[0091] In practical applications, the processor may be
at least one of the following: an Application Specific In-
tegrated Circuit (ASIC), a Digital Signal Processing De-
vice (DSPD), a Programmable Logic Device (PLD), a
Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), a controller, a
microcontroller, and a microprocessor. It can be under-
stood that for different devices, there may be other elec-
tronic devices for implementing the functions of the above
processor, which is not specifically limited in the embod-
iment of the disclosure.
[0092] The above memory may be a volatile memory,
such as a RAM; or a nonvolatile memory, such as a ROM,
a flash memory, a Hard Disk Drive (HDD) or a Solid-State

Drive (SDD); or a combination of the above types of mem-
ory. Instructions and data are provided for the processor.
[0093] By adopting the above technical solution, an ac-
quisition module acquires a first synchronous receiving
signal received by a first communication device and a
second synchronous receiving signal received by a sec-
ond communication device. The first communication de-
vice synchronously receives a first radar echo signal and
the first synchronous receiving signal by using a first de-
layer. The second communication device synchronously
receives a second radar echo signal and the second syn-
chronous receiving signal by using a second delayer. A
determination module determines a compensation
phase for the second synchronous receiving signal
based on the acquired first synchronous receiving signal
and second synchronous receiving signal. A compensa-
tion module performs, according to the compensation
phase, phase compensation on the second radar echo
signal to obtain a compensated second radar echo sig-
nal. Therefore, phase synchronization between the first
radar echo signal and the compensated second radar
echo signal is achieved, which improves the imaging fo-
cus and the phase accuracy, and further improves the
imaging quality.
[0094] An embodiment of the disclosure also provides
a system for signal synchronization. FIG. 7 is a schematic
structure diagram of a system for signal synchronization
according to an embodiment of the disclosure. The sys-
tem includes a first communication device 71, a second
communication device 72 and a signal synchronization
device 73, which implement a signal synchronization
process.
[0095] The first communication device 71 includes a
first delayer 711 which is configured to enable the first
communication device to synchronously receive a first
radar echo signal and the first synchronous receiving sig-
nal.
[0096] The second communication device 72 includes
a second delayer 721 which is configured to enable the
second communication device to synchronously receive
a second radar echo signal and the second synchronous
receiving signal.
[0097] The signal synchronization device 73 include:
an acquisition module 731, a determination module 732
and a compensation module 733.
[0098] The acquisition module 731 is configured to ac-
quire the first synchronous receiving signal received by
the first communication device and the second synchro-
nous receiving signal received by the second communi-
cation device.
[0099] The determination module 732 is configured to
determine a compensation phase for the second syn-
chronous receiving signal based on the first synchronous
receiving signal and the second synchronous receiving
signal.
[0100] The compensation module 733 is configured to
perform, according to the compensation phase, phase
compensation on the second radar echo signal to obtain
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a compensated second radar echo signal. The first radar
echo signal and the compensated second radar echo
signal are in phase synchronization.
[0101] In some embodiments, the first communication
device 71 includes a first communication module which
is configured to transmit a radar signal to a target device
and transmit a second phase synchronization signal to
the second communication device 72.
[0102] The second communication device 72 includes
a second communication module which is configured to
transmit a first phase synchronization signal to the first
communication device 71.
[0103] The first communication module is further con-
figured to receive the first radar echo signal formed after
the target device reflects the radar signal, and receive,
after delaying a first target time by using the first delayer
711, the first phase synchronization signal to obtain the
first synchronous receiving signal, such that the first radar
echo signal and the first synchronous receiving signal
are received synchronously.
[0104] The second communication module is further
configured to receive the second radar echo signal
formed after the target device reflects the radar signal,
and receive, after delaying a second target time by using
the second delayer 721, the second phase synchroniza-
tion signal to obtain the second synchronous receiving
signal, such that the second radar echo signal and the
second synchronous receiving signal are received syn-
chronously.
[0105] In some embodiments, the first communication
device 71 is configured to simultaneously transmit the
radar signal and the second phase synchronization sig-
nal.
[0106] In some embodiments, the radar signal and the
second phase synchronization signal are signals of the
same carrier frequency.
[0107] In some embodiments, the first communication
device 71 further includes a generation module, which is
configured to generate the radar signal by mixing a carrier
frequency signal with a linear frequency modulation sig-
nal, and also configured to directly generate the second
phase synchronization signal by using the carrier fre-
quency signal.
[0108] In some embodiments, the determination mod-
ule 732 is specifically configured to obtain a peak phase
difference based on a peak phase of the first synchronous
receiving signal and a peak phase of the synchronous
receiving signal. The compensation phase is obtained
based on the peak phase difference.
[0109] The methods disclosed in several method em-
bodiments provided in the disclosure may be arbitrarily
combined without conflicts to obtain new method embod-
iments.
[0110] The features disclosed in several product em-
bodiments provided in the disclosure may be arbitrarily
combined without conflicts to obtain new product embod-
iments.
[0111] The features disclosed in several method or de-

vice embodiments provided in the disclosure may be ar-
bitrarily combined without conflicts to obtain new method
or device embodiments.
[0112] The above are only the specific implementation
mode of the disclosure and not intended to limit the pro-
tection scope of the disclosure. Any variations or replace-
ments apparent to those skilled in the art within the tech-
nical scope disclosed by the disclosure shall fall within
the scope of protection of the disclosure. Therefore, the
protection scope of the disclosure should be determined
by the protection scope of the claims.

Claims

1. A device for signal synchronization, characterized
by comprising:

an acquisition module (101), configured to ac-
quire a first synchronous receiving signal re-
ceived by a first communication device (21) and
a second synchronous receiving signal received
by a second communication device (22), where-
in the first communication device (21) comprises
a first delayer (211) which is configured to ena-
ble the first communication device (21) to syn-
chronously receive a first radar echo signal and
the first synchronous receiving signal, and the
second communication device (22) comprises
a second delayer (221) which is configured to
enable the second communication device (22)
to synchronously receive a second radar echo
signal and the second synchronous receiving
signal;
a determination module (102), configured to de-
termine a compensation phase for the second
synchronous receiving signal based on the first
synchronous receiving signal and the second
synchronous receiving signal; and
a compensation module (103), configured to
perform, according to the compensation phase,
phase compensation on the second radar echo
signal to obtain a compensated second radar
echo signal, wherein the first radar echo signal
and the compensated second radar echo signal
are in phase synchronization.

2. The device of claim 1, wherein

the first communication device (21) comprises
a first communication module which is config-
ured to transmit a radar signal to a target device
(23) and transmit a second phase synchroniza-
tion signal to the second communication device
(22);
the second communication device (22) compris-
es a second communication module which is
configured to transmit a first phase synchroni-
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zation signal to the first communication device
(21);
the first communication module is further con-
figured to receive the first radar echo signal
formed after the target device (23) reflects the
radar signal, and receive, after delaying a first
target time by using the first delayer (211), the
first phase synchronization signal to obtain the
first synchronous receiving signal, such that the
first radar echo signal and the first synchronous
receiving signal are received synchronously;
and
the second communication module is further
configured to receive the second radar echo sig-
nal formed after the target device (23) reflects
the radar signal, and receive, after delaying a
second target time by using the second delayer
(221), the second phase synchronization signal
to obtain the second synchronous receiving sig-
nal, such that the second radar echo signal and
the second synchronous receiving signal are re-
ceived synchronously.

3. The device of claim 2, wherein the first communica-
tion device (21) is configured to simultaneously
transmit the radar signal and the second phase syn-
chronization signal.

4. The device of claim 2 or 3, wherein the radar signal
and the second phase synchronization signal are
signals of a same carrier frequency.

5. The device of any one of claims 2 to 4, wherein the
first communication device (21) further comprises a
generation module, configured to generate the radar
signal by mixing a carrier frequency signal with a
linear frequency modulation signal, and also config-
ured to directly generate the second phase synchro-
nization signal by using the carrier frequency signal.

6. The device of claim 1, wherein the determination
module (102) is specifically configured to obtain a
peak phase difference based on a peak phase of the
first synchronous receiving signal and a peak phase
of the second synchronous receiving signal, and ob-
tain the compensation phase based on the peak
phase difference.

7. A device for signal synchronization, characterized
by comprising: a processor and a memory config-
ured to store a computer program capable of running
on the processor,
wherein the processor is configured to implement,
when running the computer program, operations of:

acquiring a first synchronous receiving signal re-
ceived by a first communication device (21) and
a second synchronous receiving signal received

by a second communication device (22), where-
in the first communication device (21) comprises
a first delayer (211) which is configured to ena-
ble the first communication device (21) to syn-
chronously receive a first radar echo signal and
the first synchronous receiving signal, and the
second communication device (22) comprises
a second delayer (221) which is configured to
enable the second communication device (22)
to synchronously receive a second radar echo
signal and the second synchronous receiving
signal;
determining a compensation phase for the sec-
ond synchronous receiving signal based on the
first synchronous receiving signal and the sec-
ond synchronous receiving signal; and
performing, according to the compensation
phase, phase compensation on the second ra-
dar echo signal to obtain a compensated second
radar echo signal, wherein the first radar echo
signal and the compensated second radar echo
signal are in phase synchronization.

8. The device of claim 7, wherein

the first communication device (21) comprises
a first communication module which is config-
ured to transmit a radar signal to a target device
(23) and transmit a second phase synchroniza-
tion signal to the second communication device
(22);
the second communication device (22) compris-
es a second communication module which is
configured to transmit a first phase synchroni-
zation signal to the first communication device
(21);
the first communication module is further con-
figured to receive the first radar echo signal
formed after the target device (23) reflects the
radar signal, and receive, after delaying a first
target time by using the first delayer (211), the
first phase synchronization signal to obtain the
first synchronous receiving signal, such that the
first radar echo signal and the first synchronous
receiving signal are received synchronously;
and
the second communication module is further
configured to receive the second radar echo sig-
nal formed after the target device (23) reflects
the radar signal, and receive, after delaying a
second target time by using the second delayer
(221), the second phase synchronization signal
to obtain the second synchronous receiving sig-
nal, such that the second radar echo signal and
the second synchronous receiving signal are re-
ceived synchronously.

9. The device of claim 8, wherein the first communica-
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tion device (21) is configured to simultaneously
transmit the radar signal and the second phase syn-
chronization signal.

10. A system for signal synchronization, characterized
by comprising:

a first communication device (21), a second
communication device (22) and a signal syn-
chronization device,
wherein the first communication device (21)
comprises a first delayer (211) which is config-
ured to enable the first communication device
(21) to synchronously receive a first radar echo
signal and the first synchronous receiving sig-
nal;
the second communication device (22) compris-
ing a second delayer (221) which is configured
to enable the second communication device
(22) to synchronously receive a second radar
echo signal and the second synchronous receiv-
ing signal;
the signal synchronization device comprises:

an acquisition module (101), configured to
acquire the first synchronous receiving sig-
nal received by the first communication de-
vice (21) and the second synchronous re-
ceiving signal received by the second com-
munication device (22);
a determination module (102), configured
to determine a compensation phase for the
second synchronous receiving signal
based on the first synchronous receiving
signal and the second synchronous receiv-
ing signal; and
a compensation module (103), configured
to perform, according to the compensation
phase, phase compensation on the second
radar echo signal to obtain a compensated
second radar echo signal, wherein the first
radar echo signal and the compensated
second radar echo signal are in phase syn-
chronization.

11. The system of claim 10, wherein

the first communication device (21) comprises
a first communication module which is config-
ured to transmit a radar signal to a target device
(23) and transmit a second phase synchroniza-
tion signal to the second communication device
(22);
the second communication device (22) compris-
es a second communication module which is
configured to transmit a first phase synchroni-
zation signal to the first communication device
(21);

the first communication module is further con-
figured to receive the first radar echo signal
formed after the target device (23) reflects the
radar signal, and receive, after delaying a first
target time by using the first delayer (211), the
first phase synchronization signal to obtain the
first synchronous receiving signal, such that the
first radar echo signal and the first synchronous
receiving signal are received synchronously;
and
the second communication module is further
configured to receive the second radar echo sig-
nal formed after the target device (23) reflects
the radar signal, and receive, after delaying a
second target time by using the second delayer
(221), the second phase synchronization signal
to obtain the second synchronous receiving sig-
nal, such that the second radar echo signal and
the second synchronous receiving signal are re-
ceived synchronously.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein the first communi-
cation device (21) is configured to simultaneously
transmit the radar signal and the second phase syn-
chronization signal.

13. The system of claim 11 or 12, wherein the radar sig-
nal and second phase synchronization are signals
of a same carrier frequency.

14. The system of any one of claims 11 to 13, wherein
the first communication device (21) further compris-
es a generation module, configured to generate the
radar signal by mixing a carrier frequency signal with
a linear frequency modulation signal, and also con-
figured to directly generate the second phase syn-
chronization signal by using the carrier frequency
signal. The second communication device (22) fur-
ther comprises a generation module, configured to
generate the first phase synchronization signal by
using the carrier frequency signal.

15. The system of claim 10, wherein the determination
module (102) is specifically configured to obtain a
peak phase difference based on a peak phase of the
first synchronous receiving signal and a peak phase
of the second synchronous receiving signal, and ob-
tain the compensation phase based on the peak
phase difference.
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